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Words fail often really. At times, our language just doesn’t fit our expressive needs. That’s 
when we borrow from others. We loan words and phrases, like “nachas” when we are     
bursting with pride at the achievements of our children or “lekker” when the temperature 
reaches a perfect 21o on a lazy, Sunday afternoon. Only South Africans will understand    
reference to someone’s “babbalas”, or ask for a “dinges” in the hardware store and exclaim, 
“Eish!” when astounded, or “Ja, well… no, fine,” when perplexed and unsure. 
 

2020 is a “Ja, well… no, fine” kind of year 
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Bellavista School 
A view to a brighter future 

Please check the Bellavista App for all your diary information 



Covid & Co. brings us reflections that need succinct language to communicate their essence. Certain 

people might describe their unique and personal learnings as positive. For some, the lockdown high-

lights the need to “chill”, reset, slow down, be still, live in the now, not the “just now” or “now now”. 

Many are innovating or developing different skills to get around the limitations of regulations in our new 

normal. For others, loneliness, depression and “angst” borne out of isolation and social distancing are 

presenting as intrapersonal confrontations, which demand unprecedented personal resilience.        

Ironically, with so many people actively experiencing the negative mental health impact of the       

quarantine, there may be a positive spin out of this. It seems that there is less stigma and more       

empathy towards those who suffer from mental health difficulties generally as this aspect of the      

pandemic trends on social media and talk shows or webinars.  

 

Our personal lives are rocked without exception. Trauma is described as an event or experience 

where there is plausible risk to life and safety. COVID-19 threatens us all. Our masks shout out 

‘protect yourself’. We are all traumatised and recovering to some extent. Our collective existence is 

shaken too. South Africa is plummeting into its unique circumstance, like any other country is into 

theirs. Hours into the lockdown, chasms of inequality in our nation screamed louder than ever. Over 

the weeks, politicians showed their true colours, shamelessly and brazenly. Historically inept officials 

and their dysfunctional departments could not operate let alone lead through the crisis. Special        

announcements on Channel 405 are met with skepticism in most quarters. Sadly, stories of escalating 

violence and social ills abound, where women and children face their own domestic war running ram-

pant and unfettered in an ongoing, parallel national disaster. Currently, mouths are fed, children 

schooled, women protected, the elderly and the sick attended to because ordinary citizens are kind to 

one another and are mobilising in response to the humanitarian need. Truth be told, we are going to 

have to rely on one another for a lot longer. We must be the “I” in kind. The president was right when 

he said, “It is in our hands.”  

 

The disruptive events of the year to date, of which the pandemic has been only one, arguably bring us 
to a point of greater appreciation for community and social connectedness. There is opportunity for us 
to live out “ubuntu”, or our humanity towards others. Perhaps we have learned that propaganda is real 
and fake news abounds; that we should engage critical thinking diligently now and always. Hopefully, 
a greater appreciation for artists, faith communities, musicians, educators, health care providers and 
essential service workers is developing. It would be wonderful if we found value in one another not 
measured on a scale of wealth. 
 

It is possible that we are learning to live certain of uncertainty and that the hazy, blurry vision of our 

short and long term reality rattles us less. Our need to self-determine, to function independently and to 

own our future is challenged perpetually. Our ability to relinquish control over that which we have no 

dominion is developing. Some might ask what normal is anyway, and what of our previous existence 

do we want to return to, if at all? 

 

We are pointing back to our North Star, our deep set value system and our sense of purpose in this 
life. 

 
So, “ja”, in many instances, we have found one another and embraced every opportunity to reach out 
to help each other through the crisis; “well…”, we can’t commit to hope in the future but we know we 
must find our way to do so; “no”. we won’t roll over; and, “fine”, we will surrender to what we cannot 
control yet rise up to push back where we can; to counter injustice, corruption and despair; to care for 
others; to deploy our talent; to innovate; to build a brighter future. That’s what South Africans do. 
That’s #speakSAup. That’s “gees”. And if we do it with all our might, “konke kuzolunga” – everything 

will be alright. 

 



At Bellavista School, our small place in the Sun, we have leaned into our shared values to get through and to    

continue to navigate the disruptions of the year. As we returned to campus last term, it was our parent-school    

partnership that kept us afloat, our sincere value placed in every person, a culture of care and an outlook that     

believes in possibility. We continue to point to our North Star. Every decision in the next months, as always, will rest 

on the best interests of the children, their health, safety and wellbeing: academically, socially and emotionally. 

Thank you to each and every parent who supports the same goals and works with us to find the pathway for their 

child and, indeed, all our children together.   

 

Nuts and bolts 

 

Other communications 

• Attached to this notice is a letter from the Chairman of the Board of Governors, Mr William Marshall, in       

respect of school fees, 2021. 

• A detailed letter around practicalities as we extend our attendance on campus was sent out last week and is 

available on our website: COVID Comms 27 August 2020- Reintegration Term Three. 

 

Uniforms 

• Until 23 September 2020, children can wear winter uniform when it is cold and summer dress code when its 

warm. They cannot mix-and-match items. 

• After the change to full summer uniform on 25 September 2020, we will revert to wearing sport uniform on 

Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays, and formal uniform on Mondays and Fridays. 

• Masks remain mandatory. 

• Hats will be introduced in due course. 

 

Calendar 

• The school calendar for the third term is loaded to the app. 

• The 2021 school year dates are not yet confirmed by the Department of Education as it is impacted on by the 

successful conclusion of the matriculation exams in December. However, it is anticipated that independent 

schools will stay with the published start date of 13 January 2021 with midterm on 25 February 2021. 

• As soon as the balance of dates for the academic terms are finalised, Bellavista School will alert you to these 

dates. Please be reminded that while independent schools do collaborate on the timing of holidays, each 

school is at liberty to determine their own term times. 

 

Annual General Meeting 

Notice is hereby given that the Annual General Meeting of Bellavista School is to be held on Tuesday, 8 September 

2020 on Zoom at 18h30. Zoom details will be sent to you this week.   

 

Agenda 
 
1. Welcome  

2. Minutes of the Previous Meeting  

3. Matters Arising  

4. Chairman’s Report  

5. Executive Principal’s Report  

6. Financials: Audited Financial Statements 

7. Appointment of Auditors 

8. Election of Governors 

9. General   

 

Enjoy the term ahead 

 

AM Scott 

Executive Principal 

 

 


